
 

Calendar Presage by Paul Romhany

IMAGINE being able to perform at least SIX DIFFERENT routines from one
pocket calendar.

A years worth of miracles in your pocket.

LOTTERY PREDICTION
PREDICT PLAYING CARD FOR ANY GIVEN DATE
PROVERB PREDICTION
FORTUNE COOKIE ROUTINE
SCRATCH & WIN PREDICTION
NAME ANY WORD AND MORE...

EFFECT:
You give the spectator an envelope, or show them a piece of paper or card inside
your wallet. They HOLD this the entire time. Bring out your pocket calendar and
have them flick through it looking at the dates and different items written in it.
One example might be a playing card at the top of every week of the diary. They
give you ANY date and you look at the card on that date. They take out the
contents of the envelope and it matches the playing card, or the proverb, color or
lottery numbers on the prediction.

REMEMBER - You give them the prediction BEFORE you bring out the pocket
calendar and they get to flip through the calendar.

The pocket calendar looks just like any date book you might purchase in a book
store to keep important appointments and information. For each week there is a
proverb, lucky numbers, a special color and room for you to personalize it and
make plenty of notes, appointments and comments to make this your own.

The book comes ready for you to force two proverbs, two colors, two lucky lottery
numbers or scratch and win numbers, and two weeks of entries that you can
divine. You can add a playing card to each week so you can also do date and
playing card type routines.

IMPORTANT POINTS:
1. Custom made calendar books
2. Prediction is given to spectator BEFORE the trick
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3. Spectator can handle the pocket calendar
4. Fits inside your pocket perfect for walk-about
5. At least SIX different routines and predictions
6. Customize for your own routines
7. Self-working
8. The audience can see each page DOES have a different color, words,
proverbs, etc.
9. No memory work
10. Fits in your pocket
11. Instant re-set

COMES COMPLETE WITH:
1. Fully gaffed Pocket Calendar
2. Video download instructions
3. PDF book with routines and instructions
4. PDFs of Scratch & Win Tickets and Fortune Cookies

Designed for magicians and mentalists.
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